Description and Benefit
The Signing Information System is a tool designed to help keep track of all damaged signs reported to specials crews around Central District. It is a simple tool to input the damaged signs reported down and keep track of its history and information for future use. It also allows you to filter through signs in certain areas by county, road, and direction traveled.

This innovation keeps track of all the information needed to repair signs that allows for crews to easily plan their morning and find signs that need attention by their location. This system simplifies work by easily letting crews be able to analyze what work needs to be done on certain roads. This is a lot easier than the old way of paper copies and sorting through them, trying to figure out where you need to go to fix signs. With this system we can look and plan multiple signs out on a certain road, reducing deadhead traveled and time spent planning.

For More Information Contact
Central District/Maintenance
Jonathan Quick at jonathan.quick@modot.mo.gov or 573-508-2945.